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FM:SYSTEMS
CONNECTING PEOPLE, PLACE AND PROCESS

FM:Systems lives by one rule:
you, the customer, come first.
That simple rule guides our flexible software design.
It fuels our “no-way-you-can-do-it-that-fast” implementation.
It inspires our ongoing customer support.

We work hard to know your business and
earn your trust. Today, and every day.
FM:SYSTEMS BY THE NUMBERS

99 percent customer retention rate
93 percent customer satisfaction rate
14 of the Fortune 100 are customers
26 years in business

Improve your facilities and real estate management and improve your bottom line.
The game has changed. Archaic tools like departmental systems
or Excel spreadsheets can’t support the growing responsibilities of
real estate and facilities professionals. You need real-time visibility
into your portfolio, and to automate tactical work so you can play
a more strategic and valuable role in your organization. You need a
better way to manage and maintain valuable building information
models as workplaces are designed, built and used. And now more
than ever you must be able to respond to the growing concerns
that challenge our environment.

a one million square foot portfolio, and that equates to millions in
recurring savings – savings your enterprise can’t afford to ignore.

So what’s the value? Real estate and facilities represent the largest
expenses and assets for your company. Manage them thoughtfully
and strategically and you will make a significant impact on the
bottom line, environmental footprint and productivity of your
organization. Shave just five percent off your occupancy costs on

Operational savings are just as significant. Technology can help
you streamline your department’s processes, improve internal
communications and eliminate costly project errors and delays.
When your internal customers are happy and routine tasks are
automated, the strategic work of facilities management can begin.

Align Your Real Estate Portfolio with Your Organization’s Needs

Portfolio savings are one key reason companies adopt a technology
solution. Optimizing available space helps you align your portfolio
with the needs of your business. And, when unnecessary construction and lease costs can be avoided, millions can be saved.
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FM:INTERACT CUSTOMER
RESULTS INCLUDE:

	Occupancy costs
reduced by 15 percent

FM:SYSTEMS

Want to unlock cost savings and
create smarter, greener buildings?
The key is in your facilities.

	Annual move spend
reduced by 88 percent
	Enterprise productivity
savings of $1.5 million
	Internal customer
satisfaction rate of
97 percent

FM:Systems provides software, services and support that help you reduce costs, improve customer service, and
increase productivity enterprise-wide. By connecting all the relevant systems in your organization, workplace
professionals can easily access real-time, accurate information and collaborate to better support the business.

FACILITIES MANAGEMENT: WHY CHANGE IS GOOD

Streamline Your Facilities and Real Estate Processes
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THE FM:INTERACT
WORKPLACE MANAGEMENT SUITE

Connecting people, place and process

Achieve real business value by breaking down barriers to information sharing

All that business value sounds great – but how do
you realize it? Workplace professionals are burdened
with maintaining systems that don’t talk to each other
and contain redundant information.
When groups like space management, real estate,
maintenance and operations, and facilities projects
all have different systems, it’s difficult to share
information and provide consolidated reporting to
management.
Start with providing an integrated system for
everyone in facilities and real estate to use. This allows
organizations to maintain a clear, unified view of their
portfolio and their operations.

Each group has powerful tools for their work and
also can see relevant information from other groups.
For example, projects might cancel that expensive
renovation if they knew real estate was planning to
exercise a break option for the lease.
Technology also enables leadership to put in place
consistent standards and processes, break down silos,
and eliminate miscommunication and delay.
Finally, with secure, Web-based access, you can share
workplace information enterprise-wide. A single portal
for internal customers, partners and management will
allow you to streamline processes, like move planning,
that cross multiple departments.

The FM:Interact Workplace Management Suite is
a flexible, Web-based software platform that helps
you automate processes, monitor performance and
improve planning. Easy to learn and use, FM:Interact
integrates with AutoCAD® to give you and everyone
in the organization quick access to real-time facilities
data. Revit® integration capabilities let you leverage
BIM data, ensuring information isn’t lost as a building
moves through its life cycle.

MODULES INCLUDE:
Space Management
Strategic Planning
Asset Management
Real Estate Portfolio
Management
Move Management
Facility Maintenance
Project Management
Sustainability

OTHER PLATFORM
CAPABILITIES OF
FM:INTERACT INCLUDE:

Configurability
AutoCAD Integration
Enterprise Connectivity
Reporting Engine
Dashboards
Ad-hoc Reporting
Notification Engine
Revit Integration
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Management

Other Groups

HR

FM:SYSTEMS

SPACE & OCCUPANCY

REAL ESTATE & LEASING

WORKPLACE INFORMATION
IT

MAINTENANCE & OPERATIONS

Others

FACILITIES & CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS

CAD & BIM User

CUSTOMER SPOTLIGHT

Finance

“FM:Interact has helped us significantly
reduce our real estate footprint by identifying
and eliminating space inefficiencies. As a
result, we have realized a 15 percent savings
in occupancy costs.”
CA, one of the world’s largest independent software
companies, manages approximately 6.7 million square
feet of owned and leased space; the 182 sites house
more than 14,500 employees and contractors worldwide.
In 2005, CA’s global facilities team launched an ambitious
strategic plan to help the business reduce operating
expenses and support an increasingly dynamic workforce.
After implementing the FM:Interact Move Management
Module, CA has reconfigured space and consolidated
occupancy, resulting in a 15 percent cost savings in
North America. These savings were realized by identifying
vacancies, consolidating occupancy and disposing of
excess space – terminating leases or subletting the
unneeded space. Also, because managers can now
make real-time decisions with live data, move times
have decreased by 30 percent – resulting in greater
productivity for facilities teams and reduced disruption
to internal customers.

INTEGRATED SYSTEMS FOR ENTERPRISE-WIDE RESULTS

FM:Interact Users
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SPACE MANAGEMENT

STRATEGIC PLANNING

ASSET MANAGEMENT

Improve occupancy rates and space
utilization with detailed space inventories,
accurate occupancy data, and facilities
benchmarks. Track departmental
allocations and easily produce chargeback
reports. Link facility information to the
detailed spatial information in your
AutoCAD drawings and use a Web browser
to navigate and visualize real-time facility
data on your floor plans.

Align real estate and facilities plans with
business operations by analyzing space
requirements and forecasting future
space needs. Create multiple “what if”
scenarios and stacking plans to uncover
opportunities for portfolio savings.

Track corporate assets such as furniture,
equipment, computers, life safety systems,
building systems and artwork.

REAL ESTATE PORTFOLIO
MANAGEMENT
Reduce real estate costs by analyzing
property financial data and monitoring
portfolio performance against key
performance indicators and industry
benchmarks. Track lease information
and monitor key events such as
expiration and renewal dates.

Develop multiple occupancy scenarios
with interactive stacking diagrams.

Track asset depreciation for financial
reporting and compliance.

Associate multiple documents with lease records.

Compare utilization data with portfolio performance.

Gather and forecast headcount and space requirements.

Easily locate assets on floorplans.

Analyze portfolio costs and historical trends.

FM:Interact Modules

View detailed occupancy data on floorplans.

PROJECT MANAGEMENT

SUSTAINABILITY

Reduce move costs and churn rates by
automating move processes, notifications
and reports. Improve communication with
partners and internal customers with Webbased access to real-time move data.

Streamline work order and preventive
maintenance processes for technicians
and vendors with automatic notifications,
mobile access and detailed reports.
Improve internal customer satisfaction
with Web-based service request forms and
work order status views.

Keep facility projects on schedule and
on budget by tracking key financial and
schedule information. Manage multiple
contracts, vendors and project phases.

Plan and analyze sustainability projects and
building performance across your portfolio.
Assess buildings and manage certifications
(e.g. LEED, Green Globes, BREEAM).
Integrate with EPA’s Portfolio Manager to
calculate Energy Star ratings and your
carbon footprint. Share results enterprisewide with intuitive dashboards and reports.

Keep everyone up to date with
move status views and notifications.

Maintain an accurate history of
equipment service and costs.

Track key project financials and identify
projects with budget risks.

Forecast the financial and environmental
impact of your sustainability efforts.

Track detailed move costs by group or location.

Easily locate equipment on floorplans.

View project timeframes and keep work on schedule.

Track and manage building environmental performance.
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FACILITY MAINTENANCE

FM:INTERACT - THE DETAILS

FM:SYSTEMS

MOVE MANAGEMENT
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Smart engineering makes strong buildings.
Same for software.
WORKS THE WAY YOU WORK – FM:Interact was built from the
ground up to be configured. You can modify the system to match
your business processes without the high cost, long timeframes and
risk associated with customizing other products. Need more? You
can even configure workflow or modules from scratch.
MAKES LIFE EASY – Our customers consistently describe
FM:Interact as the most user-friendly solution on the market intuitive and easy to learn for both power users and casual users.
You’ll realize a quick turn around on your investment as users
willingly adopt the system enterprise-wide.

PLAYS WELL WITH OTHERS – Need to pull employee data from
your HR system? Got it. Already have a maintenance system
your operations team knows and loves? No problem. FM:Interact
can integrate with any system in your existing IT environment.
TAKES THE STING OUT OF SOFTWARE UPGRADES –
The sophisticated data dictionary in FM:Interact tracks all the
configurations you make to your system. When it’s time to upgrade,
all configurations are carried forward to the next version - greatly
reducing the time and expense associated with software upgrades.

COVERS ALL THE BASES – Out of the box, FM:Interact provides a
comprehensive set of modules to support all the key functions of
real estate and facilities management including space management,
real estate portfolio management, strategic planning, asset
management, facility maintenance, project management and
sustainability.
DELIVERS ON TIME – Other IWMS systems can be time-consuming
and costly to implement. FM:Systems uses RightPath, a proven
process based on hundreds of succesful projects and decades of
experience. You’ll find that your system gets rolled out on time and
within budget, with measurable results in six months or less.

ORGANICALLY GROWN – Other products have been cobbled together
through mergers and acquisitions. All FM:Interact modules have
been solely developed by the FM:Systems product team. For you,
this means that our solution is truly integrated, resulting in faster
implementations, less complexity and fewer problems.
SOLID FOUNDATION – Being based on Microsoft’s .NET platform ensures
the highest levels of performance, reliability and security – and gives you
peace of mind.
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FM:SYSTEMS

Herman Miller, the leader in innovative interior
furnishings, started using FM:Systems software in
1996 and now manages thirty buildings on five
campuses, totaling 3.5 million square feet.
Churn rates, vacancy rates and other key facility
related reports are now produced in minutes
using FM:Interact and its companion modules.
Herman Miller has realized time savings and also
reduced move costs and downtime by automating
the move process with the Move Management
Module. Another key accomplishment is the
vast improvement in the accuracy of facilities
information. Most recently, Herman Miller
expanded FM:Interact to make those data-rich
reports and floor plans available company-wide,
gaining accolades within the organization.

WHY FM:INTERACT?

CUSTOMER SPOTLIGHT

“Using FM:Interact, Herman Miller is able
to implement more efficient and automated
processes, directly resulting in enormous
savings in time and effort and increased
profitability for the group.”
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Remarkable results. Less than six months away.
We understand that a quick implementation and measurable results are the keys to success with any software project. That’s why we developed the RightPath method – a proven
implementation process that will have you and your entire organization up and running on our software in three – six months. Realizing this rapid time-to-value starts with an in-depth
needs analysis to uncover the processes and systems already in place in your organization. Then we can leverage the advantages of our technology to ensure a smooth transition.

IMPLEMENTATION TIMELINE

NEEDS ANALYSIS
SYSTEM CONFIGURATION
CAD AND DATA IMPORTS

• Identify project goals
• Identify users

• Add new fields

• Determine scope
and schedule

• Configure views
and reports

• Review FM processes

• Enter standards

• Establish standards
and procedures

• Set up group hierarchy

• Identify data sources

• Set up data links

• Determine technical
requirements

• Set up Web views

TRAINING
ROLL-OUT

• Drawing verification

ON-GOING

• Enter room tags

• System administrator

• Import data

• FM users

• Testing

• Import routines

• End users

• Final installation

• Data maintenance

• Roll-out to
all users

• Evaluate and enhance

Implementing FM:Systems products is just the start of your relationship with us.
FM:Systems is dedicated to your ongoing success, and we have numerous training and
support programs to prove it:
	For any issues once you are up and running, we offer a call-in help-desk during
business hours. Our technical support is recognized by customers as best-in-class
with a 93 percent satisfaction rating.

The openness of FM:Systems products enables
easy integration into the systems already in
place in your organization, saving valuable
time during this important phase. You won’t
be locked into any one solution, and if your
business changes, so can your FM:Systems
solution - easily and quickly.
We offer extensive on-site consulting, plus
certified venders from our partner program
can provide additional services as needed.
Because FM:Systems products are so intuitive
and easy to learn, you’ll have the system
running and adopted enterprise-wide in
record time.

	Regular classroom training sessions offer hands-on training in a low student-teacher
ratio environment.
	FM:Systems consultants can provide on-site training at your organization,
customized to your needs.
	An online User’s Forum is available, connecting you to other FM:Systems customers
to network and share best practices.
	FM:Systems annually holds a user conference, bringing facilities professionals from
all over the world together to learn more about maximizing the value of their
FM:Systems solutions.
	Live and recorded Best Practices Webinars are offered frequently to discuss topics
relating to FM:Systems software and customer case studies.

“The MathWorks has been pleased with the superior customer service provided
by FM:Systems,” stated Bob Donahue, space planning manager of The MathWorks.
“We have had great response from the FM:Systems team. Their support staff is
always available and we never feel as though we are caught in a huge queue
which can be typical with other companies.”

THE ROAD MAP FOR SUCCESS

The configurability of FM:Systems products
offers a tremendous advantage during implementation. You control how the system works,
and have the flexibility to create reports or
design your dashboards to reflect the information most important to you.
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With a 99 percent customer retention rate, FM:Systems support
after the sale is legendary.

FM:SYSTEMS

Remarkable success. Ongoing.
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F: (919) 790-5321
E: info@fmsystems.com

4515 Falls of Neuse Road, Suite 420
Raleigh, NC 27609

CLIENTS
Just a few of the hundreds of FM:Systems customers who have successfully implemented FM:Systems software to control their space, manage churn
and streamline facilities processes.
Air Canada

Carroll Thatcher Planning Group

Herman Miller

Northwestern University

Target

Allianz Life

Ciba Specialty Chemicals

HSBC

Novartis Pharmaceuticals

Amegy

Ciba Vision

Husky Energy, Inc.

The Pentagon – U.S. Air Force

Tenet Patient
Financial Services

American Century Services

CSX Transportation

Philip Morris, USA

American Medical Association

Devon Energy

Inter-American
Development Bank

ARAMARK

Department of Homeland Security

Army National Guard

Dickstein Shapiro

Johnson & Johnson

Baker Hughes

DuPont

Koch Industries

Bank of Canada

EnCana Corporation

Level 3 Communications

Bank of the West

Finra

Lockheed Martin

Bantrel

First American

The MathWorks

Bayer HealthCare

Freddie Mac

MITRE Corporation

Baylor College of Medicine

General Dynamics

NASD

Baystate Medical Center

General Growth Properties

Blue Cross Blue Shield
of Illinois

GMAC

National Aquarium
in Baltimore

TF: (800) 648-8030
P: (919) 790-5320

Bose Corporation
CA

Indiana University

Pioneer Hi-Bred International
Pitney Bowes
Prince William County, VA
Raytheon
RBC Dain Rauscher
Reynolds & Reynolds
Rockwell Collins

TIAA-CREF
TJX
TV Guide, Inc.
Unilever
University of North Texas
U.S. Bureau of the Census
U.S. Department of the Interior
U.S. Department of Education

Sallie Mae

Vanderbilt University
Medical Center

Silicon Valley Bank

Wake County, NC

Sony Ericsson

WakeMed
Wells Fargo

Standard Insurance

Wyeth Pharmaceuticals

The Hartford

National Institute of
Standards & Technology (NIST)

Spansion

Harvard Pilgrim Health Care

Navy Federal Credit Union

St. Jude Medical

www.fmsystems.com

CONTACT FM:SYSTEMS
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www.fmsystems.com
(800) 648-8030

More than 600 customers know FM:Systems as one of the most solid, experienced, and proven companies in the facilities management industry. Since opening
in 1984, we’ve never forgotten that our success depends upon the success of our customers. Our products are recognized the world over for their reliability,
flexibility and user-friendliness. As established leaders in the industry, we take an active role in prominent organizations such as IFMA (International of Facilities
Management Association), and OSCRE (Open Standards Consortium for Real Estate). Because we believe in giving back to the field of professional facility
management, we’ve established a grant program that donates our product licenses to colleges and universities with facility management degree programs,
and FM:Systems executives often travel as mentors and speakers to various campuses around the nation. FM:Systems serves customers around the globe
with partnerships in Australia, Canada, the Caribbean, Hong Kong, Malaysia, Nigeria, South Korea, Thailand and the UK.
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